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If you are interested to share your medical education research project, please email medyeos@nus.edu.sg to book a slot.

CME / CNE / CPE accreditations are being finalised.

About the Students:

Nigel Fong, Kennedy Ng and Eugene Gan (presenter) are Year 4 NUS Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine students from the Class of 2016. They are good friends who share a passion for medical education, and believe in teaching as a means by which students can care for one another. They enjoy organising teaching programs in partnership with their batch mates involving lectures, small group case discussion sessions and mentorship in the wards.

Synopsis:

This presentation aims to share the process of conceptualisation, development and implementation of a clinical case-based senior-to-junior mentorship program involving Year 2 & 3 medical students from June 2014 to February 2015.

Initiated by three Year 4 students in 2014, the program involved creating 18 clinical case scenarios and training Year 3 students to facilitate the case discussions for Year 2 students in a small group setting. This was done with the aims of developing skills of reasoning from first principles, encouraging the integration of knowledge across subject areas in the Year 2 curriculum and bridging theoretical knowledge with clinical application.

This is part of a wider initiative by the students in partnership with the faculty and Centre for Medical Education to tailor programs for each batch to be mentored by the batch above them with the vision of building a nurturing culture of mentorship in NUS Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine.

If you are interested to share your medical education research project, please email medyeos@nus.edu.sg to book a slot.

CME / CNE / CPE accreditations are being finalised.

Time: 1.00pm to 1.30pm
Venue: Room T11-02, Level 11, NUHS Tower Block, 1E Kent Ridge Road, Singapore 119228

(Lunch will be provided from 12.30pm to 1.00pm. Please RSVP at https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NUSPRIME6Apr15 by 29 Mar for catering purposes.)
The Application and Advantages of a Telehealth Platform to Medical Education

Dr Zubin J DARUWALLA
Orthopaedic Surgical Resident
University Orthopaedics, Hand, and Reconstructive Microsurgery Cluster
National University Health System
Singapore

About the Speaker:

Dr. Zubin J Daruwalla, MBBCh (Hons), BAO, MRCSI, MCh (Orth) is an orthopaedic surgical resident at NUH and an Alumnus of the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland. His current interests lay in the realm of telehealth and undergraduate medical education, the former recently evidenced by his invited article on telehealth, published in The Economic Times and the latter by his ongoing research with our own NUS undergraduate medical students.

Synopsis:

Technology has brought us a long way and is causing a paradigm shift in the way we deliver healthcare and medical education. Not only in the way we deliver it but more importantly in the way we are expected by our patients and students, respectively to deliver it. I aim to discuss a telehealth platform that bridges the gap between technology and the traditional practice of the art of medicine as well as teaching.

Time: 1.30pm to 2.00pm
Venue: Room T11-02, Level 11, NUHS Tower Block, 1E Kent Ridge Road, Singapore 119228

(Lunch will be provided from 12.30pm to 1.00pm. Please RSVP at https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NUSPRIME6Apr15 by 29 Mar for catering purposes.)